
English: Writing
Summer 2 Week 3



Writing lessons

• This half  term, in English, we will be using the writing rainbow 
and our sentence types to write independently using videos and 
picture books. 

• In the next slides, I will explain the writing rainbow and include 
the sentence types we have learned in year 5 plus some extra’s to 
push yourselves. 

• I have put some written examples of  the chunking in, throughout 
the week. There is not an example for each chunk. You need to use 
your knowledge of  everything you have learnt about chunking to 
help you write them. It is also important that you use the sentence 
types and rainbow icons. This is what I am looking for when 
reading your work.



The Writing Rainbow

• Your success criteria will include at least one of  these symbols to help 
you organise your ideas. You will write using the lens that has been 
suggested, but if  you are confident, and you wish to try something 
unique, then you can use a different lens. 

FANTASTICs 
 The ideas for writing – 

which of the FANTASTICS 

will be chosen to write 

from?                    

 

Grammaristics 
Using grammar to structure the 

information  

 

Boomtastics 
Using techniques to add flair to 

your writing  

 
 
 

 
Please copy and paste the Writing Rainbow Symbols into the relevant boxes.      

 



Sentence types
• This year, we have learned the following sentence types: 

1. Adjective, same ad – He was a fast runner, fast because he needed to be. 
2. De: de sentence (Description: details) – I was exhausted: I hadn’t sept for more 

than two days. 
3. Ing, ed – Walking, he stopped at the sight of  the pigeon.
4. 3 ed – worried, scared, shocked, the pigeon swooped in for the bagel.
5. Noun, who/which/where – The agent, who was sitting innocently on the bench.
6. Personification – The wind screamed through the branches.
7. If; if; if, then. – If  he hadn’t  have gone to Washington DC; If  he didn’t go to 

the park; If  he didn’t collect the laptop, then he wouldn’t have become a secret 
agent. 

8. Many questions – Was he alive? Dead? hiding? Injured?
9. Speech sentence - “Help me, please!” pleaded the boy as he clung to the edge of  

the cliff, “I can’t hold on much longer.” 

• But you can also use sentence types learned previously in your writing. 
Think about the intent (what effect do want to have on the reader) 
before choosing the sentence type you will use. 



La Luna
• We are going to use a video as the stimulus for our writing this week. 

• The video can be found using the following links: 
• http://www.totalshortfilms.com/ver/pelicula/396 or 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbuq7w3ZDUQ

• You may need to watch and re-watch sections to help you with your 
writing. The timings for each plot point are provided for you.

• If  you are unable to access the video, then don’t worry; I have included 
screen captures to help you with your writing. 

• Please watch the video. 

http://www.totalshortfilms.com/ver/pelicula/396
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbuq7w3ZDUQ
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LO: To write effective sentences to create a 
story.

Success criteria 

• I can use adverbials of  time and manner

• I can describe the characters thoughts and feelings.

• I can write at least 9 effective sentences to write the opening of  a story

• Challenge : 

• To describe what can be heard in the setting.

• To describe the actions of  a character

• To use a simile (as or like).



Plot point 1 Time: 0:15 – 0:40

In this plot point we will set the scene: 

• Describe the setting and introduce the 
characters.

• I have given an example for this 
chunk. However when it comes to 
writing your own chunks and by the 
time you have written this plot point I 
know who is in the story and what is 
happening just within the whole plot 
point (they are going to work and it’s 
the first time Luca is going with his 
Papa and Grandpa).

• You will need to write at least 9 
sentences which means you will have 
to think about your step sentences 
very carefully. Remember your 
sentences have to flow. You can’t just 
write me simple sentences.

• Sentence types you could use in 

this Plot Point:

• Many questions

• Noun, who/which/where

• Personification

• Similie



Plot point 1 – My example.

As night fell, all that could be heard was the waves crashing against 
the small, wooden boat as it gently glided through the open water. 

Luca sat looking calmly, pondering his thoughts, over the side of  the 
boat whilst his Papa and Grandpa continued to row. The journey 
seemed unfamiliar to Luca. Why was he on the boat so late?

All of  a sudden, the oat stopped. Why did Papa stop rowing? Were 
they about to fish? Go for a swim? 



Plot point 1: Chunk 1
Time: 0:15 – 0:40

In Chunk 1, we will be using the lens adverbs/adverbial phrases.

When introducing this story we want to describe the setting to the reader. 
Think about how the pictures/video makes you feel. This is how you want the 
reader to feel when they read your writing. In Chunk 1, you will include an 
adverb-it could be an adverbial phrase or a fronted adverb. Remember an 
adverb tells you where, when, how. 

Challenge: Checking
What can you hear? What is making that noise? If you are looking at the 
pictures-think about what noises you would be able to hear in the ocean 
when your rowing a boat. Perhaps think about how it is making you feel and 
try through your writing to make the reader feel that way. 
Now write your sentences. Can you add any of the sentence types in? 



Plot point 1: Chunk 2 
Time: 0:15 – 0:40

In Chunk 2, we will be using the imagining lens.

What could the boy be thinking on his journey? Does he know 
where he is going? Has he been on this journey before?  

Challenge: Action
Describe what is the boy doing whilst he is thinking? 
Now write your sentences  Can you add any of the sentence 
types?



Plot point 1: Chunk 3 
Time: 0:15 – 0:40

In Chunk 3, we will be using the lens noticing.
Describe the setting. What can you see? There are 
so many things you can describe for example: the 
sky, the stars, the ocean, the boat, the ripples the 
boat is leaving behind. You could pick one thing to 
describe in detail or more than one. Your description 
should create an image in the readers mind. Use a 
thesaurus to improve your vocabulary.  

Challenge: 
How could the boy be feeling? What suggests this? 
Could you possibly add a simile?
Now write your sentences  Can you add any of the 
sentence types in?


